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Abstract: 

 

Indian Ocean around eleventh century CE witnessed significant changes owing to the changes in 

shipping corridors. South Indian emerged as the centre of transshipment and gradually the 

western side of the ocean was dominated by dhows.  The eastern side of the Indian Ocean was 

frequented by the Junks. Both Junks and dhows were different in their technology.  The Junks were 

huge ships with a deck and rooms. It was a multi-masted ship with bamboo sails. Junks could carry 

huge load of cargo and remained suitable to navigate the deep trenches  of the eastern side of the 

Indian Ocean. Dhows, on the other hand, were light ships with single sail. No iron was used in 

dhows before the fifteenth century which left these ships without decks. Dhows were stitched and 

thus were not suitable to withstand the backward thrust of the canon, introduced by the Europeans 

by the end of the fifteenth century. Around the end of the fifteenth century, Indian coastal regions 

like Bengal and Konkan were also manufacturing junks and dhows respectively because of the 

availability of the raw materiality and the reliability of these two kinds of ships on the sea.  
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Shipbuilding was an important branch of navigational sciences. Only well constructed vessels 

could help sea merchants to earn profits in distant lands. The lives and capital of the merchants 

and sailors depended upon how good a vessel was. Only the efficiency, sturdiness and suitability 

of the ships could ensure the safety of persons on board in turbulent sea. Thus, the shipbuilding 

industry also required indepth study to understand the requirements of the mercantile classes and 

the nature of maritime trade. The designs and material employed in ships could help one to 

understand the routes and difficulties faced by the ships in a particular sea. Red sea was full of 

treacherous reefs and it was always advisable to sail in small crafts. Junks avoided the Arabian Sea 

because of its shallowness. The design of ships could also sometimes enable us to understand the 

religious beliefs of sailing communities. Ships also threw considerable light on the cultural traits 

of the sailors.     

       It is not known how and when man first thought of constructing the ship. How he calculated 

risks and the design of his sailing vessel. Perhaps he was tempted to take to water when he saw a 

log of wood floating in the water. Wooden logs might have been given new shapes to provide 

stability to boats. These were the boats of rudimentary type. It might have resembled modern canoe 

still used by fishing communities around the Indian Ocean. However the present paper attempts to 

study the changes in the shipbuilding around eleventh century in the Indian Ocean and dramatically 

altered the picture of maritime trade after the eleventh century. These ships sailed like mountains 

with wings upon the sea (Elliot and Downson,1964, III, p.30). They crossed the deep sea and 

withstood violent storms and protected its inmates and merchandize. The navigational skills 

required for sailing these ships was an art in itself and needed years of learning and experience. 

  Shipbuilding industry has a long history in India. People of the Harrapan civilization knew 

the art of shipbuilding. They had the famous port of Lothal and ships did coastal trading upto 

Mesopotamia. S. R. Rao remarks that Khambayat (Cambay) must have been a port in the Harrapan 

times (Rao, 1988, p.220). Alexander also got a large fleet of ships constructed in Punjab (Mookerji, 

1962, p. 71).  He even sent a branch of his army via the sea route. The Mauryans commanded a 

strong navy. They appointed a special officer called navadhayaksha (incharge of navy) to look 

into the affairs of navy. Skilled ship-builders were directly employed by the government and ships 

were leased out to merchants (Mookerji, 1962, p. 72). Ashoka sent many embassies to various 

countries to spread the gospel of Budhism. These embassies crossed seas to reach Ceylon and 
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southeast Asian countries. However, it is not known whether or not the ships, employed by these 

embassies, were state owned. Pliny remarks that the Maurayan ships were around 3000 ampharae 

(one ampharae being around 1/40 tons). Thus these ships were carrying the loads of around 75 

tons. These ships were also sharp ended so that they could steer both sides in small channels 

((Mookerji, 1962, p. 72). Emergence of the Roman Empire and its expansion into Egypt proved to 

be a boon for the Indian Ocean trade and its shipping industry. Hipalus discovered monsoons and 

ships could sail directly from the Red Sea to India. The Stavahanas, Kushanas and Guptas 

witnessed considerable expansion in maritime trade. The Arabs and Persians were sailing upto 

China in the ninth century. The absence of teak in western Asia must have necessitated the 

construction of dhows (for such a long voyage) in western India i.e. Konkan and Malabar. 

Conquest of Srivijaya (c. 1025 CE) by the Cholas also attests to well-developed shipping industry 

in south India. Indian merchants started expanding their activities to the Persian Gulf, Red Sea and 

southeast Asia. Increased mobility further helped the expansion of shipbuilding traditions in the 

Indian Ocean. 

     Shipbuilding tradition around the Indian Ocean underwent several changes after the 

eleventh century. Commodities were restructured and staples became an important part. The 

merchandize grew in size and ships followed the trend by increasing their size. New communities 

like the Chinese and Indian converts to Islam started playing an important role and their influence 

was noted in all spheres. Ships in the Indian Ocean could be classified into two broad categories 

namely junks and dhows. Almost all the contemporary sources refer to the differences that existed 

between these two types of ships. Western sector of the Indian Ocean was dominated by dhows. 

Junks on the other hand, were the ships originating from China. They controlled the eastern sector 

of the Indian Ocean. South India, being the area of transshipment, experienced the impact of both 

categories. Eastern and western sectors showed different interests due to their locations and 

requirements. Konkan became famous for dhow building. Teak found there was used in almost all 

the dhows plying in western sector of the Indian Ocean. On the other hand, Bengal and Quilon in 

Malabar region became the centre of junk building. Simon Digby opines that technology of 

constructing junks filtered down from China to Bengal, so that the latter was constructing junks 

around the fifteenth century (Digby, 1984, p. 131). 

  Yuktikalpatru, an important treatise of the eleventh century throws light on Indian shipbuilding 

tradition sans technical specifications. According to this work, ships could be divided into two 
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major categories namely samanya and visesha. Ships like mantra and samany were measured to 

be around 120 cubits in length and 60 cubits in breadth and height. Kshunra on the other hand was 

a small ship measuring around 16 cubits in length and 4 cubits in breadth and height (Krishna, 

2000, p. 53.). This text also illustrates another aspect of Indian shipping. It records that the Indian 

ships were provided with cabins.  Sarvamandir had cabins from one end to another end. 

Madhyamandir and agrahamandir had cabins only in the middle and front respectively (Krishna, 

2000, p. 53.). Indian ships were also multi-mast sailed. Teak was favoured for its flexibility and 

resistance in sea-water. However, still it is not known whether or not these ships constituted traffic 

in the deep sea. Ibn Battuta also records wooden cabins in the middle of the ships. But these ships 

were used mainly for river transporation. The governor used these ships for patrolling his country 

i.e. Sind. In his account, Ibn Battuta records: 

 

The jurist Alau al-Mulk had amongst his vessels one called by the name of 

ahwara, somewhat like a tarida in our country,1 but broader and shorter. In the 

centre of it there was a cabin to which one climbed up by steps, and on the top 

of this there was a place prepared for the governor to sit in. His suite sat in front 

of him and the mamluks stood to right and left, while the crew of about forty 

men rowed. Accompanying the ahawra were four vessels to right and left, two 

of which carried the governor’s ‘honour’, i.e. standard, kettledrums, trumpets, 

bugles and red pipes (that is ghaitas) (Gibb, 1999, III., p. 601). 

 

Nowhere in other contemporary sources, Indian ships with multi-sail and decks have been 

observed.  As stated above, the Indian Ocean trade was mainly carried out into two kinds of ships 

namely junks and dhow. 

 

 

 

II. Junks: 

                                                 
1 Tarida in Mediterranean usage was a vessel for the transport of horses and heavy 
goods (Gibb, III,fn 203, p. 60). 
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Originally, junks came from China and they sailed upto southeast Asia prior to the eleventh 

century. The emergence of the Sungs and subsequent transfer of their capital Hangchow towards 

the southern areas encouraged direct Chinese participation in the maritime trade of the Indian 

Ocean. They sailed upto Calicut. Wassaf compares their ships, namely junks with mountains 

sailing with wings on water (Elliot and Dowson, 1964, III, p.30). Junk building tradition originated 

in China but, with the passage of time, it filtered down to other countries in southeast Asia and 

India. These ships were multi-masted and carried square bamboo sails and single central rudder. 

Conti observed that Indians built ‘ships larger than ours capable of containing two thousand butts 

and with five sails with as many as masts. The lower part was constructed with fabricated planks 

to withstand the force of tempest to which they are much exposed’ (Major,1974, p.27). Java was 

also constructing junks after the twelfth century. Junks were constructed in both Bengal and Calicut 

around fifteenth century. 

     Junks could be divided into three broad categories. Zau and kanklam were middle and small 

sized junks respectively. However, these were not deep sea going vessels (Mahdi Husain,1976, p. 

190). The large vessels sailing in deep ocean were called junks. These were designed for sturdiness 

and comfort. They boasted of immense size. G.F. Hudson attributes their large size to the changing 

structure of commodities. Silk technology was smuggled out to Syria. China no longer held 

monopoly over silk. Chinese porcelain at the same time was in great rage. Porcelain was a heavy 

product and needed space (Hudson, 1970, p. 160). Changed eating habits and inclusion of spices 

and grains in sea trade also necessitated the increased size of junks. They also provided security 

from the pirates. Sheer size of junks and the large number of inmates was sufficient to wards off 

pirates. Marco echoed similar sentiments when he records that well manned and armed ships with 

huge size were difficult to plunder (Yule, 1998, II, p. 389). The author of Pingzhou Ke Tan 

attributes different reasons for the big size of junks. He admits that the sheer size of junks 

discouraged pirates. But he candidly remarks that junks were made big enough to carry the 

insatiable demand of gifts and tributes to foreign lands. 

   These ships had a single deck and many cabins. These cabins had their own attached 

bathrooms. Ibn Battuta complained that he was not given a good cabin in the junk at Calicut. These 

ships were multi-masted. Many sails were fitted in such ships. The sails were raised and lowered 

as per the requirement. Traditionally the sails were of bamboo. But, it is not authentically known 
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whether Indian junks employed traditional bamboo or cotton cloths. It is a common belief that the 

sailing classes tended to be extremely superstitious and generally resisted diversion from 

traditional methods in ordinary circumstances. Besides, both bamboo and cotton were available in 

India in plenty. 

   The construction of junks was such that they required strong planks to build the super 

structure. The planks of the ships were not pitched. On the contrary, the shipbuilders employed 

different techniques. According to Marco Polo, the shipbuilders daubed the sides. They took some 

lime and chopped hemp and kneaded these together with certain wood oil. When the hemps were 

thoroughly amalgamated, they held like glues. With these mixtures, they painted their ships. This 

technique strengthened the planks of the junks. Plankings of the junks were done after every long 

journey (Yule, 1998, II, p. 250.). Conti remarks that the planks of the ships were planked thrice. 

Second plank was constructed over the first and the third over the second. Only then, the ships 

were taken for a long journey (Major, 1974, p. 27). In case of leakage in the plank, the mariners at 

once ascertained the location of the damage. They emptied the cargo from that compartment and 

shifted it to the adjoining ones. Then they repaired the leakage. Conti observes one important 

phenomenon in junks. The junks in India were so built in compartment that ‘should one part be 

shattered, the other portion remaining entire may accomplish the voyage’ (Major, 1974, p. 93). Ibn 

Battuta provides a vivid description of the structure of junks. In his words: 

Two wooden walls are built connected by extremely strong beams, which 

are fastened throughout their length and breadth by means of thick nails. 

The length of such a nail is three cubits. When the two wooden walls are 

joined together by the beams…. the lower deck is built on them and these 

are launched in sea……the beams and wooden walls which jointly touch 

the water enable the people to descend to it, and wash and satisfy need. By 

the side of these beams, there are oars, which are as large as ships mast, 

and each one of these are ten to fifteen men come together; and they row 

standing at their feet. Four decks are constructed on the ships, which 

contain apartments, cabins and rooms for the use of the merchants. And 

cabins in ship contain lavatories and have a door which can be bolted by 

the occupants who may take with him his female slaves (Husain, 1976, 

pp.190-191). 
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Junks faced one great shortcoming. Wake suggests that the Chinese pine and ceder was not 

durable. It was not strong enough to prevent ships ‘against prolonged immersion in the tropical 

waters of the south Chinese sea and the Indian Ocean….against wood boring and sea worms. 

Navigators therefore took recourse to fastening an extra layer of planking to hull after 

accomplishing each long voyage. But after three layers of planking the ships became unworthy for 

long voyage and ‘thus withdrawn from the run to India’ (Wake,1977, pp.77-78).              

Junks required thorough preparation before actually starting the voyage. These were provided with 

tenders and small boats (normally ten). These small boats helped in laying the anchors, catching 

fish (for food) and bringing supplies overboard. These boats also towed the big ship in close winds. 

When the ship was in full swing these boats were slung to the sides of the main ship. Marco Polo 

provides vivid description of these small boats and their services to the main ship. In his words: 

…every great ship has certain large barks or tenders attached to it; 

these are large enough to carry 1000 baskets of pepper and carry 50 

or 60 mariners apiece [some of them 80 to 100] and they are 

likewise moved by oars; they assist the great ship by towing her, at 

such time as her sweeps are in use [or even when she is under sail, 

if the wind be somewhat  on the beam; not if the wind be astern, for 

then the sails of the big ship would take the wind out of those of 

the tenders, and she would run them down]. Each ship has two [or 

three] of these barks, but one is bigger than the others. There are 

also some ten [small] boats for the services of each great ship, to 

lay out the anchors, catch the fish, bring supplies aboard, and the 

like. When the ship is under sail she carries these boats slung to her 

sides. And the large tenders have their boats in like manner (Yule, 

1998, II, pp, 250-251). 

 

Junks also required a virtual army of sailors and guards on board. There were around 300 to 400 

mariners in a single junk. Around fifty to hundred sailors were required to tow the ship with oars 

if the wind was not enough. Ibn Battuta concludes that junks had around 600 sailors and 400 
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warriors to ward off the pirates. Junks could carry considerable amount of cargo. A big sea going 

junk could carry between fifteen hundred to nineteen hundred tonnes.2 

                                                          

III. Dhows: 

 

 The term dhow, a corrupt form of daw, was originally drawn from Somali rather than Arabic. The 

travellers however applied this term to all the ships constructed after the fashion of Arabia. Dhows 

were smaller in stark contrast to the huge Chinese junks. At the same time, they were more suitable 

in the rough shallow waters of the Arabian Sea. They plied between Aden and Malabar after the 

eleventh century. They were single masted.  They had lateen sail that was well suited to catch the 

wind. However, it was not truly triangular in shape. There was a luff in front part  of the sail. It 

could catch more wind in return. Unlike the Chinese junks, sails on dhows could not be reefed. 

However, the sailors lowered the sails in the face of strong winds, and even carried small sails with 

them. Captain Colomb observed, ‘There is no arrangement for reefing in bad weather and every 

sea-going dhow carries two yards and two sails, one large, as described, for daylight and fine 

weather, the other small, for night and foul weather’ (Hourani, 1951, p. 100).’ In the earlier times, 

the sails in the beginning, sails were made of coconut and palm leaves, but in medieval times, 

cotton was used in the making of these sails. Hourani attributes the discovery of lateen to the Arabs 

because in the interiors of India, where there was less foreign contact, square sails continued to 

dominate the local ships (Hourani, 1951, pp. 100-105).3 Even the Chinese used square sails on 

their junks. The masts of the dhows were tall and Buzurg mentioned a mast of seventy-six feet 

(Freeman-Grenville, 1981, p. 87). However, the tall mast must have made tacking risky and dhows 

                                                 
2 Marco Polo’s remark that the junks could carry 5000 to 6000 baskets of pepper has 
given birth to a hot debate regarding the capacity of junks. Simon Digby calculated 
junks to be 720 tonnes if one carica or bag was of 120 kilograms as in Venice. But, 
if it was measured in reckoning of the weights prevalent in the Indian Ocean than it 
must have been1462 tones (Simon Digby, 1984, pp. 129-129); Wake concluded that 
one basket of Marco Polo was standard Mediterranean sporta of pepper weighing 
225 kg and thus the junks carried the capacity of 1520 tones to 1860 tones (wake, 
1977, pp.74-80).  
 
3 In the Ajanta paintings and Pallava coins ships were depicted with square sails, 
though with the passage of time these were replaced with lateen sails(Hourani,1951,  
pp-100-105). 
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usually employed the wearing method. When steering a course into the wind, the dhows would 

prefer to wear around, that was, to change tacks by going round stern to wind. Tacking involved 

bringing the bow around into the wind. The Arab vessels were built with small rudders. It was 

difficult to bring the bow across the wind in case of strong winds. Wearing around meant losing 

way. But it was easier, to wear, to take the line of less resistance.  

The structure of the dhows was very simple because there was no deck and sailors had to 

keep on bailing the water out of the ship. These ships were also unique for their stitched structures. 

There is a vigorous debate as to why Indians did not employ iron nails when they had seen their 

use in Chinese junks. Almost all the contemporary travellers refer to the strange practice of 

stitching of the ships (dhows). Referring to a dhow, Odoric remarks, “in this country men make 

use of a kind of vessel which they call jase, which is fastened only with the stitching of 

twine.(Cordier, II, pp.113-114). Marco Polo observes: 

 

The ships are wretched affairs and many of them get lost; for they have no 

iron fastening and are only stitched together with twine made from the 

husk of Indian nuts. They beat this husk until it becomes like horsehair, 

and from that they spine twine and with this stitch the planks of the ships 

together. It keeps well and is not corroded by the sea-water, but it will not 

stand well in storm. The ships are not pitched but rubbed with fish oil. 

They have one mast one sail, and one rudder, and have no decks, but only 

a cover spread over the cargoes. This cover consists of hides, and on the 

top of these hides, they put the horse, which they take to India for sale. 

They have no iron to make nails of, and for this reason they use only 

wooden treenails in their shipbuilding, and then stitch the plank with twine 

as I have told you. Hence, tis’ perilous business to go on a voyage in one 

of those ships, and many of them are lost, for in that Sea of India the storms 

are often terrible (Yule, I, p. 108). 

  

It was believed that iron might make ships vulnerable to the magnetic power underneath the sea. 

Marco Polo remarks that the ships were stitched because the wood was not strong and flexible 

enough to be worked upon with nail. It was also suggested that the iron was vulnerable to corrosion 
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in the Arabian Sea. Iron fasted ships were also said to be more prone to disaster in case they ran 

into coral reefs (Hourani, 1951, pp. 95-96). The reason might be economic. Iron was not easily 

available. The use of iron might have increased the cost of the ships. Qaisar also believes that the 

low cost of the stitched ships also encouraged the ship owners to go for stitched ships (Qaisar, 

1998, p. 25). Superstitions also ruled the sailing communities and only strong economic 

consideration forced them to part with their traditional techniques. Besides, Ibn Battuta suggests 

that a stitched ship provided more resilience to the ship because these ropes did not get rusted. The 

flexibility of the rope sewing would have enabled the sailors to ride the heavy surf of many 

roadsteads with more success. Nevertheless, in the face of strong European competition, the rope-

sewn ships were replaced with iron nailed ones in the sixteenth century. In 1507 AD, an Arab 

merchant in Gujarat ordered the construction of ships built on a Spanish model (Agius, 1999, p. 

184). 

  Dhows were caulked with wood or mixture of pitch (rasin) and whale oil (Qaisar, 1998, 

pp. 20-21). Idrisi remarks, “They catch the smallest (whale) which they took in cauldrons so that 

their flesh melts and change into thick liquid. This oily substance is renowned in al Yaman, Aden, 

the coasts of Fars, Uman and the sea of India and China. The people of these region use this 

substance to block the holes in their ships” (Hourani, 1951, p. 97). The smell of the whale oil must 

be very foul and one can understand the plight of Abdur Razzaq when he first boarded the ship. 

Like junks, the dhows also had smaller boats attached to them. These boats however were put on 

board. These boats, namely qarib and dunij, differed in their size only. The former could carry 

four men compared to fifteen by the latter. Dunij could also be fitted with sail in emergencies. 

These boats also carried out daily chores like trading in coasts when the ship was stationed in the 

deep sea. These ships also towed the main ships in case of insufficient wind.  

    Dhows had single or double rudder in antiquity, but in the period under study, the stern 

rudder was commonly employed. Talking of the anchors (commonly referred to as langar, lanjer 

and bawa), the dhows employed anchors of rudimentary type. Lanjer with five garns (grapnels or 

arms) was used on the rocky sea bottom. The bawra was a heavy anchor with two garns with fluke 

at the end of the arms. This anchor was employed on sandy and muddy sea bottoms (Agius, 1999, 

p. 189). These anchors could be anything from stone marbles to metals (mainly iron). However, 

the stone anchors were mostly favoured. Dhows usually had the capacity between 100 to 200 

tonnes. These ships were packed to their limit with cargo, horses, merchants and sailors. Travelling 
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in these ships was not as luxurious as in junks. These were overcrowded and one could just imagine 

the plight when Abdur Razzaq fainted on his first boarding of a dhow. He records, “I sojourned in 

this place for space of two months; and the governor sought all kinds of pretext to detain me; so 

that favourable time for departing by sea….was allowed to pass…As the men and horses could 

not be contained in the same vessels, they were distributed among several ships…As soon as I 

caught the smell of vessels, and all the terror of the sea presented themselves before me, I fell into 

so deep a swoon, that for the three days respiration alone indicate that life remained within 

me”(Major, 1974,  p.3). 

 

IV. Conclusion: 

 

Shipping in Indian Ocean underwent changes around eleventh century because the emergence of 

strong coastal states in Egypt (the Fatimids),  south India (The Cholas), Southeast Asia (Srivijaya) 

and China (The Sungs) created huge demand of both luxurious and staple commodities. Ships 

required ballast to stabilize the ships on the high sea. Thus dates from the Persian Gulf, teak from 

the Konkan, spices from south India and southeast Asia and porcelain jars from the China became 

profitable ventures for the merchants while dividing the merchandise between expensive and 

inexpensive merchandise. The western side of the India Ocean with less depth was better suited 

for dhows which could sail fast. However, the expensive iron was not used on the dhows making 

it vulnerable to the shocks. Stitching of the dhows was noticed by many contemporary travelers. 

Dhows were also without the decks which might have increased the discomfort of the travelers. 

India remained important for the construction of the dhows because of the availability of the teak. 

The eastern side of the Indian Ocean, with better depth, was more suitable for the Junks which 

were huge with deck. It was multi masted ship with separate rooms for rich merchants. Junks were 

slow in sailing when compared with the dhows. However, it could carry more merchandise 

covering the cost of its operation. Around fifteenth century, Bengal also emerged as the places of 

Junk construction. Thus it is submitted that Indian ship building was influenced with two dominant 

techniques namely Dhows and Junks throughout Indian Ocean trading world. One must also 

remember that these two techniques did not point to mere regional identity of Arabia or China. 

Theses techniques of ship building had proliferated throughout Indian Ocean before the European 

arrival in c. 1497-98CE .  
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